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The COVID-19 financial response brought a seismic shift in the
allocation of authority between Congress, the Treasury, and
the Federal Reserve.
Between them, those power centers
provide the public structure for the material economy.
Congress claims the “power of the purse” or the authority to
appropriate public funds; the Treasury holds responsibility
over the spending and taxing that puts those orders into
effect; and the Federal Reserve literally makes the money we
use by creating the dollar reserves that anchor our sovereign
money supply.
So when events re-order the relationship
between Congress, the Treasury, and the Federal Reserve, the
change goes to the heart of our economy as well as our
constitutional system.
We understand that emergencies call for action early and
explanations later.
But the Financial Crisis of 2008
realigned the triangle of authorities we identify above in
lasting ways. The COVID-19 Crisis looks to have restructured
(collapsed?) that triangle altogether. To date, the federal
government’s responses displace the authority of Congress for
discretion held by the Treasury. They load the Fed with an
enormous amount of ammunition that will determine who wins
(large corporations? indebted fossil fuel companies?), and who
loses (minority businesses and lenders? low income tenants?
educational institutions?). They operate through a financial
infrastructure that is inaccessible to many Americans and
opaque to virtually all others.
So even as emergency operations continue, it’s time to start
taking stock. We focus here on a series of lending facilities
at the center of the government’s COVID-19 response.

Established by the Fed, these facilities are anticipated to
lend $4.5 trillion over the coming months (see below). The
Treasury’s expanded powers lie in the key role that Treasury
guarantees play in determining the lending that will be done
by these new facilities.
We do not know how the Treasury
selects assets and industries to guarantee, how it sets terms
for the guarantees, or who is in the room as those terms are
hammered out. Surely the Fed and the Treasury are working
together but where, then, is the Fed’s independence?
And
where is Congress as the details of an amount – $4.5 trillion
– as large as the federal budget in 2019 – are being
determined?
1. The Constitution and Traditional Lender of Last Resort
First, let’s return to basics. Why does the Federal Reserve
wield such enormous authority to dispense credit in money and
how is that power supposed to be channeled?
How is that
authority consistent with the separation of powers that should
leave critical appropriation responsibilities with Congress?
And how do the COVID lending facilities square with the fact
that the Fed is supposed to operate within safeguards that
give it political independence from the Treasury?
Congress established the Federal Reserve to support the
nation’s banking system. By the early 20th century, Congress
had endorsed commercial banks as the vehicle for amplifying
sovereign base money: banks could make credit, denominated in
dollars, available when they lent. The idea, argued in iconic
form by Walter Bagehot, was that those lenders could make the
best substantive decisions about how to allocate credit;
acting with local knowledge, they could judge which borrowers
were most likely to be productive.[1] But a decentralized
network of banks was also fragile. Banks operate by giving
out long-term loans in the form of deposits that can be used
at any time – “maturity transformation” in the jargon. Bank
panics, where depositors withdraw funds en masse, can destroy

banks even if they have only good loans on their books.
In response, Congress designed the Fed as a “lender of last
resort.” The central bank was supposed to extend a life-line
to banks to get them through a liquidity crunch so that they
could continue as fundamentally solvent institutions. The Fed
can do this because, unlike any other public or private actor,
its balance sheet is unconstrained. While other actors must
borrow, the Fed has the legal power to issue money: it makes
the cash value of the longer-term loans held by stressed
lenders immediately available in dollars that the government
recognizes as its own liability to those lenders so that they
can ride out a panic. See Secs. 10B and 13(3) of the Federal
Reserve Act, 12 U.S. C. 347(b); 12 U.S.C. 343. Note that the
Fed’s capacity means that it is, effectively, creating money –
a capacity that could threaten Congress’s power over
appropriations.
Given its enormous power, the Fed was controversial from the
start.
Traditionally, Congress has jealously guarded its
power over the purse, including its authority to create
sovereign money.
That authority to spend public resources
lies at the root of our democracy. In fact, the claim by
young colonial legislatures that they had the authority to tax
and spend was the matter that split Americans from British
rule in the eighteenth century.[2] Fast forward to the early
twentieth century: we can see how the Fed’s design as a
fallback lender for banks was essential to its political
acceptance. The Fed was understood merely as a backstop for
banks making the real decisions, as opposed to a source of
funds that would compete with Congress.
Consistent with that theory, lender of last resort operations
typically extend only to supporting solvent commercial banks.
We emphasize that legally, those operations traditionally
involve lending, not purchases.
As long as the banks are
solvent, any losses on bank loans would accrue to the
borrowing bank and its investors, not to the Fed. Insofar as

those Fed lending operations aim to protect the credit system
from contagions of panic, as opposed to changing the character
and destinations of private lending, they can be understood as
instrumental support to the network of private banks. We’ll
come back to the oddity of this narrative as an account of the
Fed’s authority, but take its logic seriously here for the
purpose of exposing recent changes.
2. The Constitution and Traditional Monetary Policy
Central banking posed a second challenge to constitutional
bounds.
Following European models, Congress gave the Fed
authority to purchase assets directly, rather than merely
lend. (See Section 14 of the Federal Reserve Act, 12 U.S.C.
353-359.)
That authority allowed the Fed to conduct open
market operations; over the course of the twentieth century,
that activity became an essential tool in monetary policy over
interest rates.
But Section 14 authority also threatens
congressional sovereignty over spending. For one, it clearly
creates money: the Fed buys assets by crediting a seller with
an increase in dollar credit. (Technically, this is done by
crediting the seller’s bank account at the Fed with newly
created reserves).
Moreover, purchasing assets obviously
intervenes into the market for those assets, changing their
supply and, in turn, affecting asset prices.[3]
Here, a series of safeguards, both conceptual and legal, have
long kept the Fed’s purchasing power from breaking the surface
of constitutional concern. Again, they operate to categorize
the Fed’s purchasing authority as a stabilizing tool.
On the conceptual side, Americans adopted approaches to
central banking that cast purchasing operations as simply
supporting a healthy market for credit.
As opposed to
“picking winners and losers,” that activity was seen as
loosening or tightening credit conditions in general.
In
fact, the Fed seemed to control those conditions with modest
asset purchases that, by successfully affecting the price of

credit, spread economy-wide.
For good measure, Section 14 limited Fed discretion by
specifying the assets eligible for purchase, primarily U.S.
treasuries, and obligations “fully guaranteed by the United
States as to the principal and interest.”
In the case of
purchases, as opposed to loans, the Fed directly bears the
risk of profit or loss. In the absence of the private filter,
Fed purchases seem an awful lot like spending decisions, and
those should reside in Congress. By restricting Fed purchases
(mainly) to assets already fully backed by the U.S., Congress
can be understood as preserving its power of the purse: such
obligations have already been vetted by Congress.[4]
The same reasoning – understanding the Fed’s work as reactive
and constrained – went some distance towards distinguishing
its responsibilities and role from those of the Treasury
department.
The economic imagination emptied “monetary
policy,” rightly pursued, of political content compared to
fiscal policy on spending. Here, limits on the President’s
removal power over the governors and Reserve Bank presidents
kick in.[5] That constraint arguably liberates the Fed to
hold its own course without bowing to political demands for
monetary stimulus, a concern conventionally captured by the
notion that the Fed should operate independently. We note
here that this traditional conception of central bank
independence fails to capture important external influences to
which the Fed is subject, including cooperation with Treasury
in wartime,
sensitivity to Congressional pressures during
recessions, as well as accommodation of private banks in
monetary policy implementation.[6]
These pressures
notwithstanding, the division of labor between fiscal and
monetary policy has long oriented expectations and argument
about who was wielding power and how they did so.
3. The Constitution and the 2008 Crisis
The 2008 crisis brought about significant changes in lender of

last resort and monetary policy alike. From the constitutional
perspective we sketched above, those 2008 changes – changes
that seemed so transformative in their time—now appear subtle
in comparison to the COVID-19 response.
First, the Fed expanded its lender of last resort support from
commercial banks to “shadow banks” under its emergency Section
13(3) authority.[7] That expansion was arguably consistent
with the traditional ways of distinguishing Fed lending of
last resort from congressional spending. Specifically, 2008
Fed lending was still limited to entities that created liquid
forms of credit to end-borrowers.
Notable exceptions
aside,[8]
the supported shadow banks were, by and large,
considered solvent, so the notion of a “private filter” over
credit decisions remained.[9]
What is more, those shadow
banks suffered from run-like dynamics that could destroy the
money supply and cripple the economy.
So, while the
recipients of support were new in ways that triggered various
anxieties, the constitutional modes of legitimacy actually
remained comfortably familiar.
Second, the Fed innovated in making monetary policy.
Traditionally, the Fed had used its ability to control shortterm borrowing costs between banks – the “fed funds rate” –
to influence a range of longer-term borrowing costs in the
economy, and ultimately, overall economic conditions
(employment, price level, growth).
With interest rates
already at the zero bound and the financial sector in
disarray, Bernanke and Yellen discovered that the Fed’s
ability to “transmit” monetary policy through the Fed funds
rate had run down.
Enter Quantitative Easing, the Fed’s
Section 14 attempt to shape long-term borrowing costs more
directly given economic conditions. Gone were the smallish
purchases to control the fed funds rate. In their stead, the
Fed purchased two trillion in long-term treasuries and agency
mortgage-backed securities (MBS) to reduce their supply,
thereby lowering the yield investors demanded to hold them.

In turn, lower yields on these public safe-assets would help
reduce rates on long-term private borrowing.
Radical as that seemed at the time, note again the continuity
with traditional modes of constitutional legitimacy. Despite
its enormous size, QE was carried out through Section 14,
using assets that were already backed by the U.S. in ways
vetted by Congress or, in the case of agency MBS, that had a
tenable claim to that status.[10] Limiting QE to these assets
meant minimizing potential encroachment on the power of the
purse.
4. The Constitution and COVID-19 Liquidity Facilities
The Fed’s response to the COVID-19 crisis breaches traditional
modes of constitutional legitimacy which, miraculously,
survived the 2008 vintage. Following that precedent, the Fed
in March 2020 began by authorizing emergency lending to shadow
banks under 13(3) (e.g., here, and here), and launching a new
QE in treasuries and agency MBS. But by month’s end, these
once extraordinary measures seemed woefully inadequate to the
distressed COVID-19 economy. Enter the Fed’s new COVID-19
liquidity facilities, first announced on March 23, following
the initial congressional impasse, and expanded in various
ways since. Those facilities subvert the traditional modes of
constitutional legitimacy in a number of ways.
First, the Fed’s facilities are offering support not to credit
providers but to the end-borrowers: corporations, local and
state government, consumers etc. These recipients are not in
the business of maturity transformation and are not vulnerable
to runs. Here, recall that its use to support private credit
allocation and to prevent runs was the condition that
distinguished central bank money creation from Congressional
spending. With COVID-19, this limitation is gone.
Second, setting some nuance aside, the COVID-19 facilities are
structured in ways that leave each facility directly exposed

to the credit risk of end-borrowers (corporations, local and
state government, consumers). That risk further undermines
the appearance that real decisions over credit, like a private
filter, stay with private lenders. COVID-19 facilities engage
in a kind of credit distribution that makes it impossible to
ignore that public authority is “picking winners and losers.”
That sounds a lot like power of the purse.
Third, while the COVID-19 facilities are stylized as doing
Section 13(3) loans of last resort, those facilities’ direct
exposure to borrowers makes us wonder whether they are really
making “purchases” regulated by Section 14 – a mashup that
breaks new statutory ground as a kind of “Section 14(3).” In
some facilities, like the Secondary Market Corporate Facility,
the facility will literally purchase corporate bonds in the
open market.
In other facilities, the transactional
structures are more complex, but the result is similar (again,
leaving some nuance aside[11]). That is, the goal of the
facilities is reminiscent of QE, and, at an anticipated $4.5
trillion, they are certainly QE sized. Here at the COVID-19
vanguard, lender of last resort support and monetary policy
are blending in to the point they are indistinguishable.
Recognizing that the new facilities are making de facto
purchases also exposes that they are reaching far beyond the
assets eligible for purchase under Section 14, primarily
treasuries and debt fully guaranteed by the U.S. With minor
exceptions, the corporate, local and state government, and
consumer debt purchased by the Fed is clearly not Section 14eligible.
Fed officials are likely aware of this: the
transactional structures they chose seem like a kind of
regulatory arbitrage, one that dresses-up Section 14 purchases
as Section 13(3) loans. The Fed can, for example, set up a
special purpose vehicle (SPV), lend to that SPV, and have the
SPV purchase a corporate bond. That may or may not comply with
the statutory terms in some superficial sense, but it leaves
the deeper constitutional legitimacy of the facilities just as

vulnerable. In the 2010s QE, Section 14’s requirement that
assets eligible for purchase be guaranteed by the U.S. worked
to maintain ultimate vetting with Congress. Clearly, this no
longer holds.
Finally, the Fed’s lending facilities appear to depend on
political direction from the Treasury.
This development
follows from the requirements in Section 13(3), added by DoddFrank, that the Fed receive “the prior approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury” before establishing a lending
facility, and even more crucially, that “security for
emergency loans is sufficient to protect taxpayers from
losses.”
With the Fed providing direct support to endborrowers in the distressed COVID-19 economy, the no-loss
requirement becomes a tall-order. Traditional lender of last
resort meant a private capital buffer between the Fed and the
end-borrower. That buffer is now gone, and the Treasury has
stepped into its place through use of its Exchange
Stabilization Fund (ESF), first established during the
Depression to stabilize the dollar as the U.S. abandoned the
gold standard.
The legalities of the ESF raise their own
questions, which are beyond our scope here.[12]
Use of the ESF began with a deceptively small amount – $50
billion in March 2020.[13] If one assumes anticipated losses
of ~10% of lending, $50 billion in loss guarantees can support
Fed lending to the tune of $500 billion. No small change, but
nowhere near the size required. So as part of the CARES Act
(passed March 27), Treasury requested from Congress – and
received – an appropriation for $450 billion to the ESF. Now,
with this additional $450 billion, the Treasury can support
$4.5 trillion (10X) in Fed lending.[14]
That is, with a
relatively small appropriation of $450 billion, the Treasury
and the Fed get to determine whether and how to use an
additional $4.5 trillion, including the amount added by
Congress to the ESF and the lending done when that amount is
used as loss protection.

5. Closing Thoughts: The Constitution and Monetary Reform
We are left to ask how innovations in the Fed’s lending and
purchasing authorities fit with the constitutional framework
we had come to assume. In particular, do they preserve the
appropriations authority to Congress? And is there a coherent
division of responsibilities between the Treasury and the Fed,
one that renders presidential powers transparent and justifies
the Fed’s relative insulation from popular accountability?
We fear that Congress has basically delegated the power of the
purse to the Treasury.
Treasury’s discretion over the
character of the new lending facilities is extremely broad and
the oversight mechanisms correspondingly weak.
This
arrangement marks a fundamental reorientation in the
relationship between the legislative and executive branch.
Recall that Congress initially deputized the Fed, not the
Treasury, to engage in money creation, according to a theory
that came to distinguish its rescue and policy roles as
stabilizing operations. Contrast the situation today: the Fed
now uses its enormous authority to create money according to
the Treasury’s judgment about how to save the economy.
The arrangement marks an equally important reorientation in
the relationship between the Treasury and the central bank.
The Federal Reserve and the Treasury are, between themselves,
determining what sectors to support and, as importantly, how
to support them – under what conditions, with what
distribution of costs and risks, and through what kind of
process. Despite their crucial nature, we have no idea how
the conditions defined by the “term sheets” are determined or
by whom.[15]
We are also concerned that the arrangement obscures the
exercise of power by the Treasury, while misusing the notion
that a central bank should have independence. The latter is
an organizing principle of modern central banking, intended to
insulate the power of money creation from improper

manipulation for short-term electoral gain. What we’re seeing
now is a kind of backward use of central bank independence.
On the one hand, the Fed, which is timid to make loans that
can result in losses, is taking cover in loan guarantees from
the politically accountable Treasury. On the other hand, the
Treasury, which is effectively controlling $4.5 trillion in
Fed lending (based on the original ESF amount, expanded by the
CARES Act appropriation), is taking cover in the notion that
lending is administered by the Fed, a neutral institution,
based on Fed expertise, rather than political influence. In
this way, the Treasury gets to avoid the very same political
accountability that the Fed cites as justification for its
risk taking.
What is to be done? For starters, we believe it would be far
better if Congress itself allocates the risk capital among Fed
programs, and takes true accountability for its decisions.
But that injunction may well have been mooted by events: the
pandemic requires fast action and collaborative decisionmaking.
Congress does not seem capable of either.
This
raises the possibility of more structural reform.
The narrative that located the Fed as simply backstopping
private initiative and stabilizing the wider economy has
always been a fiction.
Most dangerously, it arrested an
intense American debate about how we should make and allocate
credit in money – public or partly public banks?[16] federal
provision of credit to farmers or homeowners?[17] money
directly issued outside of banks? postal banking? It
romanticized as local lenders those that would consolidate
into financial behemoths.
And it ordained the investor
instruments, modes of profit, and particular markets that
would be supported.
Our point here is not that the COVID-19 response represents a
fall from grace, from a time when central banks kept to their
proper and humble role.
Our point is that COVID-19 makes
impossible to ignore what we argue has always been the case:

money creation is inherently political and greater democratic
input is required into its large distributive outcomes.
If we want to understand the distributive impact of these huge
lending facilities, we need to analyze the way Fed credit
flows, the targets it supports, as well as the communities it
leaves behind. At broadest level, Fed facilities appear to
privilege lending to corporations, as well as to those
established businesses and consumers fortunate enough to enjoy
access to mainstream financial services.
Communities of color – where centuries of discriminatory
policies made such access painfully lacking – once again
appear to be left out. According to Fed data, black families
are 3.5 times more likely to be unbanked than white families
(14% and 4% respectively). A staggering 35% of black families
is underbanked, as compared to 11% of white families. Credit
denial rates for black families are substantial (59% and 41%
for families earning less than $40,000 and $40,000-$100,000
respectively) and double the size of their white counterparts.
These black communities, that are so much less likely to
benefit from the Fed’s facilities are also those hardest hit
by COVID-19, in terms of public health and economic distress
alike. As lawyers, we believe it is important to scrutinize
the civil rights implications of government channeling of
emergency lending through channels that inherently disfavor
minorities.
Minority, and other vulnerable communities, will also suffer
disproportionately from the emerging crisis in municipal
finance, and the disruption in essential social services it
will bring. While we welcome the Fed’s Municipal Liquidity
Facility, the amounts committed remain woefully inadequate
(only 20% of 2019 revenues). We are struck by the ways in
which term sheets provide credit to different actors – e.g.,
municipalities and corporations – on widely different terms,
without apparent justifications. Here at JustMoney.org, we
plan to continue analysis into the distributive outcomes of

Fed COVID-19 lending in a number of ways.
spotlight as we do so.

We will update this

Twice in two decades, shocks have destabilized our financial
and economic system with such violence that the Fed’s action,
directed in convoluted ways by the Treasury and questionable
in terms of constitutionality, became necessary. There could
be no more clear demonstration that we need to restructure our
financial architecture.
Neither the crises, nor their
distributive effects, nor the way their remedy eludes
accountability, are sustainable in a democratic society.
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